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Abstract
This paper studies -coagnostic learnability of classes of Boolean formulas. To -coagnostic learn C from H , the learner seeks
a hypothesis h ∈ H whose probability of agreement (rather than disagreement as in agnostic learning) with a labeled example is
within a factor  of the best agreement probability achieved by any f ∈ C. Although 1-coagnostic learning is equivalent to agnostic
learning, this is not true for -coagnostic learning for 12 < < 1.
It can be seen that -coagnostic learnability is equivalent to the -approximability of the maximum agreement problems. For
these problems we are given a labeled sample S and must ﬁnd an h ∈ H that agrees with as many examples in S as the best
f ∈ C does. Many studies have been done on maximum agreement problems, for classes such as monomials, monotone monomials,
antimonotone monomials, halfspaces and balls. We further the study of these problems and some extensions of them. For the above
classes we improve the best previously known factors  for the hardness of -coagnostic learning.We also ﬁnd the ﬁrst constant lower
bounds for decision lists, exclusive-or, halfspaces (over the Boolean domain), 2-term DNF and 2-term multivariate polynomials.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we study the maximum agreement (MA) problem, for which one must ﬁnd a formula h from a classH of
hypotheses, such that h agrees with a maximum number of examples from a labeled training sample S. In the extended
MA problem C/H -MA, the hypothesis h is taken from H ⊃ C, and must agree with at least as many examples from
S as the best function in class C does. In ﬁnding the optimal hypothesis h, these problems are identical to the extended
minimum disagreement (MD) problem C/H -MD, in which h ∈ H must disagree with at most the number of examples
from S that the best function f ∈ C disagrees with.
It is known [13,14,11] that solving MD for a class C is equivalent to agnostic PAC-learning C. Agnostic learning is
a very useful variant of the PAC-learning model in which the learning algorithm is required to ﬁnd the hypothesis in C
that has the lowest error probability p (over the example distribution D) for predicting the label of an example drawn
randomly over D. A relaxation of this model is -agnostic learning in which a successful learner is permitted an error
probability of up to p/ for 0 < 1.
An extended abstract of this paper was presented at the 13th International Conference on Algorithmic Learning Theory (ALT 2002).
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In this paper we consider the -coagnostic learnability of classes of Boolean formulas, To -coagnostic learn a class
C from another class H , the learner must ﬁnd a hypothesis h ∈ H that has probability at least p of predicting the
label of an example randomly drawn according to D, where p is the highest prediction probability of an f ∈ C, and
1
21. For 
1
2 , a trivial -coagnostic learning algorithm can return a constant formula. Although 1-coagnostic
learning is equivalent to agnostic learning, this is not true for -coagnostic learning, which is distinctly different from
-agnostic learning.
An algorithm for C/H -MA is an -approximation algorithm (where 1) if it returns h ∈ H such that h agrees
with at least OPT examples, where OPT is the MA achieved by any f ∈ C. Using similar techniques to the ones used
in [13,14,11,5,8], C/H -MA is equivalent to -coagnostic learning in the following sense: there is an -approximation
algorithm for C/H -MA that runs in time T if and only if there is an -coagnostic PAC-learning algorithm for C from
H that runs in time T .
For MA and a variety of simple concept classes it is known that unless P = NP, there is some constant  > 12
such that no polynomial-time algorithm can ﬁnd a formula in the class that approximates the MA rate to within
 [2,13,12,1,5,10]. The classes studied were exclusive-or (Xor), monomials (Mon), monotone monomials (MMon),
antimonotone monomials (AMon), all over the Boolean {0, 1} domain, and halfspaces (HS) and balls (Ball) over the
{0, 1,−1} domain.
In this paper we substantially improve on the best previously known constant factors  for the above problems.Where
the results of [5] were obtained by reductions from 2SAT, our reductions are from very speciﬁc instances of MAXCUT
created by Håstad [10]. We show that these instances have some nice properties, which we then exploit to produce our
improved negative results. Using similar techniques, we also ﬁnd negative results for other classes such as decision
lists (DL), monotone decision lists (MDL), 2-term DNF and its monotone version (2-term MDNF), 2-term multivariate
polynomial (2-term MP) and its monotone version (2-term MMP) etc. Where the previous results for halfspaces [1,5]
considered the  or {0, 1,−1} domain, we improve the constant factor and give the ﬁrst constant factor for the {0, 1}
domain.
We also give a general upper bound for C/H -MA. We show that for Boolean classes with VC-dimension d if the
consistent hypothesis (CH) problem (ﬁnd h ∈ H consistent with training sample S) is solvable in polynomial time then
for any constant c there is a polynomial-time ( 12 + c/poly(d))-approximation algorithm for C/H -MA. So classes with
constant VC-dimension have a polynomial-time (1 − )-approximation algorithm for C/H -MA for some constant .
Thus they are -coagnostic learnable for any constant .
One of the signiﬁcant results in the paper is the negative result for Xor/H -MA for a wide class H . We extend a
result of Håstad [10] and show that for some constant c, the Xor/H -MA problem cannot be ( 12 + )-approximated for
any  ∈ (2−(log n)c ), even when we extend the hypothesis class H to a “larger” class. This class H includes decision
trees of size 2logc n with Xor nodes, O(logc n)-term DNF and O(logc n)-clause CNF. This result implies that the Xor
class of functions is not -coagnostic learnable even with that large class of hypotheses.
The paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section we give the previous results from the literature
and list the results of this paper. In Section 2 we give deﬁnitions and some preliminary results. In Section 3 we give a
general upper bound for MA. Then in Sections 4 and 5 we give our negative results for approximating MA.
1.1. Results
In this subsection we give the results in the literature and our results for C/H -MA and the connection to coagnostic
learning. It is clear that for simple classes H (such as those with polynomially boundedVC-dimension), solving C/H -
MA implies PAC learnability of C from H . So all the negative results in the literature for PAC learning of classes C
from H will give negative results for C/H -MA. Therefore, in this paper we will only consider classes C that are PAC
learnable. When H = C we will just write C-MA.
1.1.1. NP-hardness and lower bounds for MA
Angluin and Laird [2] showed that MMon-MA is NP-hard. Kearns and Li [13] showed that Mon-MA is NP-hard.
Höffgen et al. [12] showed thatAMon/HS-MA, DL/HS-MA and HS-MA are NP-hard. It follows from results of Håstad
[10] that Xor-MA is NP-hard. Those results imply that there is no polynomial-time learning algorithm that coagnostic
learns the classes MMon, AMon, Mon, DL, HS and Xor, unless P = NP.
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Amaldi and Kann [1] showed that if P = NP there is no poly-time 261262 -approximation algorithm for HS-MA over
the  domain. Ben-David et al. [5] improved this ratio to 415418 for HS over {0, 1,−1} and gave a lower bound of 767770
for approximating MMon-MA, AMon-MA and Mon-MA over the Boolean domain and a lower bound of 415418 for
approximating Ball-MA over {0, 1,−1}. In this paper we show that if P = NP then there is no 8485 -approximation
algorithm for HS-MA over the Boolean domain, no 5859 -approximation algorithm for Mon-MA,AMon-MA and MMon-
MA and no 8485 -approximation algorithm for Ball-MA. For the Xor class, it follows from Håstad [10], that there is no
( 12 + 2−(log n)
c
)-approximation algorithm for Xor-MA for some constant c. We extend this result and show that this
lower bound is true for Xor/H -MA even if the hypothesis class H includes 2logc n-node decision trees with Xor nodes
and O(logc n)-term DNF (we deﬁne H in Section 4).
We further extend our results to classes for which no constant lower bounds have yet been shown. We give the ﬁrst
negative results for DL, disjunction of two monomials and Xor of two monomials. We show that unless P = NP, there
is no 5859 -approximation algorithm for MDL-MA, no
64
65 -approximation algorithm for DL-MA, no
58
59 -approximation
algorithm for 2-term MDNF-MA or 2-term DNF-MA, and no 3738 -approximation algorithm for 2-term MMP-MA or
2-term MP-MA.
We then show that for many simple classes H , including the ones given above, there is an -approximation algorithm
for C/H -MA if and only if C is -coagnostic-learnable from H , with a similar time bound. This result, which is also
implicit in [10,13,14,4], shows that there is no -coagnostic learning algorithm for the above classes for some constant
, unless P = NP.
2. Preliminary results and deﬁnitions
In this section we give some preliminary results and deﬁnitions. We start by deﬁning the concept classes we will use
in this paper then give some background in the theory of VC dimension. We then deﬁne the extended MA problem and
prove a few basic results. Finally, we give the learning models we will use in this paper.
2.1. Concept classes
Let X be a set of instances and 2X be the set of Boolean functions f : X → {0, 1}. Let C ⊂  be a class of formulas
for some alphabet . Each formula h ∈ C represents a Boolean function h : X → {0, 1}. We will call C the concept
class over X. The size |f |C of any Boolean function f with respect to C is the minimal length of a formula h ∈ C
such that h ≡ f . If no such h exists then we write |f |C = ∞. We will write |f | when C is known from the context.
A parametrized class of representations is C = ⋃n1 Cn where each Cn is a concept class over Xn. For example,
Xn = {0, 1}n and Cn is the set of all Boolean formulas over n variables with |f |nk for some ﬁxed constant k. In this
case we simply say that C is a concept class over X.
For Xn = {0, 1}n we deﬁne the following classes.
Mon is the set of all conjunctions of literals {x1, . . . , xn, x¯1, . . . , x¯n} over Boolean variables {x1, . . . , xn}.
MMon is the set of monomials with no negated variables, and AMon is the set of (antimonotone) monomials with no
unnegated variables.
Clause is the set of all disjunctions of literals over the Boolean variables {x1, . . . , xn}, and
MClause is the set of clauses with no negated variables.
2-term MDNF (resp. 2-term DNF, 2-termADNF) is the set of M1 ∨M2 where M1 and M2 are in MMon (resp. Mon,
AMon).
Xor is the set of exclusive-ors of literals over Boolean variables {x1, . . . , xn}.
MP (multivariate polynomial) is the set of exclusive-ors of monomials.
MMP (resp. AMP) is the set of exclusive-ors of monotone (resp. antimonotone) monomials.
2-term MMP (resp. 2-term MP, 2-termAMP) is the set of exclusive-ors of two monotone monomials (resp. mono-
mials, antimonotone monomials).
DL is the set of DL f = (l1, b1), . . . , (lr , br ) where li is a literal for i < r , lr = 1 and bi ∈ {0, 1}. Then f (x) = bi if
l1(x) = l2(x) = · · · = li−1(x) = 0 and li (x) = 1.
MDL is the set of DL whose literals are all positive.
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HS is the set of formulas [a1x1 + · · · + anxnb] where ai and b are real numbers in . Here [I ] = 1 if I is true and
= 0 otherwise.
Halfspace may also be deﬁned over domain Xn = {0, 1,−1}. For that domain we deﬁne one more class.
Ball is the set of functions B : {0, 1,−1}n → {0, 1} with form B(x1, . . . , xn) = [(w1 − x1)2 + · · · + (wn − xn)2]
where w1, . . . , wn,  ∈ .
All classes above will also contain the constants 0 and 1.
It is known that MMon ⊂ Mon ⊂ DL and MClause ⊂ Clause ⊂ DL ⊂ HS [12].
For two concept classes C1 and C2 over X and a Boolean operation , we deﬁne the class C1  C2 = {f  g | f ∈
C1, g ∈ C2}.
A labeled example from X is (x, y) where x ∈ X and y ∈ {0, 1}. A labeled sample from X is a set S =
{(x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym)} of labeled examples.
2.2. The Vapnik–Chervonenkis dimension
Let C be a concept class over Xn. Let Y ⊆ Xn, and deﬁne
C(Y ) = {Z ⊆ Y | there is g ∈ C where g is 1 on Z and 0 on Y\Z}.
If C(Y ) = P(Y ), the power set of Y , then we say that Y is shattered by C. Vapnik and Chervonenkis in [18] deﬁne
VCD(C) to be the size of the maximal set shattered byC. It is known that forXn = {0, 1}n, and classes with VCD(C) >
2, we have log |C|
n
VCD(C) log |C|. Classes MMon, Mon,AMon and Xor over {0, 1}n haveVC-dimension n, while
HS, DL and MDL over {0, 1}n have VC-dimension n + 1. See [3] for other results in VC-dimension.
2.3. The maximum agreement and minimum disagreement problems
Let S = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym)} ⊆ Xn × {0, 1} be a labeled sample and h ∈ Cn. We say that (x, y) ∈ Xn × {0, 1}
agrees with h if h(x) = y. Otherwise we say that h disagrees with (x, y). We deﬁne
A(S, h) = |{i | h(xi) = yi}||S| = Pr(x,y)∈US [h(x) = y],
the ratio of points in S that agree with h. If A(S, h) = 1 we say h is consistent on S. Deﬁne
D(S, h) = 1 − A(S, h) = |{i | h(xi) = yi}||S| = Pr(x,y)∈US[h(x) = y],
the ratio of points that disagree with h. Deﬁne
A(S,C) = max
h∈C A(S, h), D(S, C) = minh∈C D(S, h).
It is clear that A(S,C) = 1 − D(S,C).
Let C ⊆ H be two concept classes over X. Deﬁne the MA and MD problems for C/H as follows.
C/H -MA
Input: A sample S = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym)} ⊆ Xn × {0, 1}.
Output: A hypothesis h ∈ Hn where A(S, h)A(S,C).
C/H -MD
Input: A sample S = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym)} ⊆ Xn × {0, 1}.
Output: A hypothesis h ∈ Hn where D(S, h)D(S,C).
For all the classeswe have in this paper {0, 1} ⊂ C and thereforeA(S,C) 12 . For 1 (resp. 1), an -approximation
algorithm for C/H -MA (resp. C/H -MD) is an algorithm AC/H that on input S outputs a hypothesis AC/H (S) ∈ H
such that A(S,AC/H (S))A(S,C) (resp. D(S,AC/H (S))D(S,C)). The literature in approximation algorithms
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is not consistent in how it expresses the approximation ratio  for minimization problems. It is often interchanged with
its reciprocal 1/.
The CH problem for C/H is deﬁned as follows:
C/H -CH
Input: A sample S = {(x1, f (x1)), . . . , (xm, f (xm))} ⊆ Xn × {0, 1} for some f ∈ Cn.
Output: A hypothesis h ∈ Hn where D(S, h) = 0. That is, an h ∈ Hn that is consistent with S.
We will write C-MA (resp. C-MD, C-CH) for the problem C/C-MA (resp. C/C-MD, C/C-CH).
The following lemma is obvious, but worth stating for reference.
Lemma 1. We have:
(1) C/H -MA is solvable in time poly(T ) if and only if C/H -MD is solvable in time poly(T ).
(2) If C/H -MA (or C/H -MD) is solvable in time poly(T ) then C/H -CH is solvable in time poly(T ).
(3) If C ⊆ H ⊆ H ′ and there is an -approximation algorithm for C/H -MA (resp. C/H -MD) that runs in time
poly(T ) then there is an -approximation algorithm for C/H ′-MA (resp. C/H ′-MD) that runs in time poly(T ).
(4) If C ⊆ H ⊆ H ′ and there is an -approximation algorithm for H/H ′-MA (resp. H/H ′-MD) that runs in time
poly(T ) then there is an -approximation algorithm for C/H ′-MA (resp. C/H ′-MD) that runs in time poly(T ).
In particular,
(5) If C ⊆ H and there is an -approximation algorithm for H -MA (respectively, H -MD) that runs in time poly(T )
then there is an -approximation algorithm for C/H -MA (resp. C/H -MD) that runs in time poly(T ).
In the next theorem we demonstrate a connection between the approximability of the MA and MD problems.
Theorem 2. We have
(1) If there is an -approximation algorithm for C/H -MD that runs in time poly(T ) then there is an ( 12 +1/(4−2))-
approximation algorithm for C/H -MA that runs in time poly(T ).
(2) If there is no -approximation algorithm for C/H -MA that runs in time poly(T ) then there is no (/(2 − 1))-
approximation algorithm for C/H -MD that runs in time poly(T ).
Proof. Let A be an algorithm that returns a hypothesis h ∈ H such that D(S, h)D(S,C). Deﬁne an algorithm B
that runs A to get h, and then outputs h′ ∈ {0, 1, h} such that A(S, h′) = max(A(S, 0), A(S, 1), A(S, h)). Suppose
D(S,C) = . Then A(S,C) = 1 −  and A(S, h′)A(S, h) = 1 − D(S, h)(1 − )/(1 − )A(S, C). On the other
hand, A(S, h′) max{A(S, 1), A(S, 0)} 121/(2(1 − ))A(S, C). The ratio that B obtains is therefore
min
01
max
(
1 − 
1 −  ,
1
2(1 − )
)
 
2− 1 =
1
2
+ 1
4− 2 .
Now (2) follows from (1). 
2.4. Composition lemma and duality
In this subsection we present composition and duality, which we will use frequently. These two tools allow us to
extend our results for one class, to other classes.
Let X = ⋃n Xn where Xn = {0, 1}n and C be concept class over X. Let Gn = (g1, . . . , gtn) be a sequence of
functions gi : Xn → {0, 1}. Deﬁne the concept class C(Gn) = {f (g1, . . . , gtn) | f ∈ Ctn,Gn = (g1, . . . , gtn)}, and
C(G) = ⋃n0 C(Gn). We remind the reader that Ctn is the set of all functions f in C where f : {0, 1}tn → {0, 1}.
For example, let Ln = {x1, . . . , xn, x¯1, . . . , x¯n} be the set of literals over {0, 1}n. Then MMon(Ln) = Mon and
(MMon  MMon)(Ln, Ln) = Mon  Mon for any Boolean operation .
Lemma 3 (Composition Lemma). If C/H -MA (resp. C/H -MD) has an (n)-approximation algorithm that runs in
time T (n) then C(G)/H(G)-MA (resp. C(G)/H(G)-MD) has an (tn)-approximation algorithm that runs in time
T (tn).
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Proof. Let A(n, S) be an algorithm that (n)-approximates C/H -MA in time T (n) when S ⊆ Xn × {0, 1}. For
h ∈ Htn let hG = h(g1(x), . . . , gtn(x)). For (x, y) ∈ Xn ×{0, 1} let xG = (g1(x), . . . , gtn(x)) and (x, y)G = (xG, y).
Deﬁne algorithm B(n, S) to do the following. On input S ⊆ Xn × {0, 1} (an instance of C(G)/H(G)-MA) it builds
SG = {(xi, yi)G | (xi, yi) ∈ S}. It then runs A(tn, SG) to get h, and outputs hG. Notice that hG ∈ H(G). Now B(n, S)
runs in time T (tn). Since A(tn, SG) is an (tn)-approximation algorithm, we have A(SG, h)(tn)A(SG,C). Since
h(xG) = hG(x) we have A(SG, h) = A(S, hG) and A(S,C(G)) = minfG∈C(G) A(S, fG) = minf∈C A(SG, f ) =
A(SG,C). Thus A(S, hG) = A(SG, h)(tn)A(SG,C) = (tn)A(S, C(G)). 
This lemma implies the following.
Corollary 4. If MMon-MA has an (n)-approximation algorithm that runs in time T (n) then Mon-MA has an (2n)-
approximation algorithm that runs in time T (n). For a Boolean operation , if (MMon  MMon)-MA has an (n)-
approximation algorithm that runs in time T (n) then (Mon  Mon)-MA has an (4n)-approximation algorithm that
runs in time T (4n).
Deﬁne the dual class CD = {f (x¯) | f ∈ C} where x¯ = (x¯1, . . . , x¯n). The following Duality Lemma is easy to prove.
Lemma 5 (Duality). If C/H -MA (resp. C/H -MD) has an -approximation algorithm that runs in time poly(T ) then
CD/HD-MA (resp. CD/HD-MD) has an -approximation algorithm that runs in time poly(T ).
Since MMonD = MClause and MonD = Clause, all the results in this paper for MMon and Mon are also true for
MClause and Clause, respectively.
2.5. Models of learning
In learning, a teacher has a target function f ∈ C where f : Xn → {0, 1} for some n, and a target distribution D
over Xn. The learner knows X, n and C but does not know distribution D nor the function f .
The learner can ask an oracle queries about the target. The query type we consider in this paper is the Example
Query (Ex) [17], in which the oracle chooses x ∈ Xn according to a distributionD and returns (x, f (x)) to the learner.
We say that h ∈ Cn is an -good hypothesis with respect to f and D if h satisﬁes Prx∈DX[f (x) = h(x)]. The
goal of the learner is to output with high probability (probability greater than 1 − ) a hypothesis h that is -good with
respect to f and D.
The learning models we will consider in this paper are the following.
PAC (probably approximately correct). In the PAC-learning model we say that a learning algorithm A PAC-learns
class C if for any f ∈ C, any distribution D and for any ,  > 0, algorithm A(, ) asks queries from oracle Ex and,
with probability at least 1 − , outputs a hypothesis h ∈ C that is -good with respect to f and D. If A runs in time
T (1/, 1/, |f |), then we say that C is PAC learnable in time T . Here |f | also includes log |X| when X is ﬁnite. For
example when X = {0, 1}n then |f | is deﬁned as the length of the representation of f plus n. If we allow h to be from
a larger class H ⊃ C then we say that C is PAC learnable from H in time T .
Coagnostic PAC [5]. In this model an oracle ExD produces examples according to a distribution D on X × {0, 1}.
We say that a learning algorithm A coagnostic PAC learns the class C if for any distribution D and for any ,  > 0,
algorithm A(, ) asks queries from ExD and, with probability at least 1 − , outputs a hypothesis h ∈ C that satisﬁes
Pr
(x,y)∈DX×{0,1}
[h(x) = y] max
f∈C Pr(x,y)∈DX×{0,1}
[f (x) = y] − . (1)
If A runs in time T (1/, 1/, |f |) then we say C is coagnostic PAC learnable in time T . If we allow h to be from a
larger class H then we say C is coagnostic PAC learnable from H in time T . If we replace the constraint 1 above with
Pr
(x,y)∈PX×{0,1}
[h(x) = y]max
f∈C Pr(x,y)∈PX×{0,1}
[f (x) = y] − , (2)
then we get a relaxation of the coagnostic PAC-learning model which we call -coagnostic PAC learning.
See [5] for some motivation of this deﬁnition.
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Approximating C/H -MA within , and -coagnostic PAC-learning C by H are equivalent in the following sense.
Lemma 6. C/H -MA has a poly(T (n))-time, -approximation algorithm if and only if there is a poly(T (n))-time,
-coagnostic PAC-learning algorithm for C from H , where H is a class with VCD(Hn)poly(T (n)).
Proof. Let A be an -approximation algorithm for C/H -MA. Suppose there is an oracle ExD that returns (x, y) ∈
Xn × {0, 1} according to a distributionD. We ask ExD for a sufﬁciently large sample S, and then run A(S) to obtain a
hypothesis h ∈ Hn. By the VC dimension Theorem [7] for S of size poly(1/, 1/,VCD(Hn)), any function f ∈ Hn
satisﬁes with probability 1 − ,∣∣∣∣ Pr
(x,y)∈DX×{0,1}
[f (x) = y] − Pr
(x,y)∈US
[f (x) = y]
∣∣∣∣  2 .
So for h returned by A(S), we have with probability 1 − ,
Pr
(x,y)∈DX×{0,1}
[h(x) = y]  Pr
(x,y)∈US
[h(x) = y] − 
2
= A(S, h) − 
2
.
Since A is an -approximation algorithm for C/H -MA,
 A(S,C) − 
2
=  max
f∈C Pr(x,y)∈US
[f (x) = y] − 
2
 max
f∈C Pr(x,y)∈DX×{0,1}
[f (x) = y] − .
For the other direction let A be an -coagnostic PAC-learning algorithm for C from H that runs in time T . Given
S ⊆ Xn ×{0, 1}, we run A and each time it asks for an example, we give it a random example (x, y) ∈U S. Let h ∈ Hn
be the output of A. Then
A(S, h) = Pr
(x,y)∈US
[h(x) = y]  max
f∈C Pr[f (x) = y] −  = A(S,C) − .
By setting  = min
1m
(m − m − 1)/(2m), we get A(S, h)A(S,C). 
3. General upper bounds for MA
In this section we derive two general upper bounds for MA. The ﬁrst theorem is implied by [13,8].
Theorem 7. If C/H -CH is solvable in time T (n), and Hn is ﬁnite then for any constant c with T (n) |Hn|1/4c, there
is a ( 12 + c log T (n)log |Hn| )-approximation algorithm for C/H -MA that runs in time poly(T (n)).
Proof. Let A be an algorithm for C/H -CH. We will construct an approximation algorithm B for C/H -MA. Let
sample S = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym)} ⊆ Xn × {0, 1} be an instance of C/H -MA. Suppose A(S,C) = 1 −  and
let h ∈ Cn such that A(S, h) = 1 − . Suppose (w.l.o.g) h(x1) = y1, . . . , h(xb) = yb where b = (1 − )m. Let
A = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xb, yb)}. We also assume (w.l.o.g) that algorithm B knows  (otherwise, we can run B for all
possible  = 0, 1/m, 2/m, . . .). Algorithm B has three cases depending on .
If  = 0 then B lets A(S) ﬁnd a CH.
If   2c log T (n)/ log |Hn| then B returns 	 ∈ {0, 1} such that A(S, 	)  12 . In that case
A(S, 	) 1
2(1 − ) (1 − ) 
(
1
2
+ 
2
)
A(S,C)
(
1
2
+ c log T (n)
log |Hn|
)
A(S,C).
Finally, if 0 <  < 2c log T (n)/(log |Hn|), then B will choose a random sample R ⊂ S and have A(R) attempt to
ﬁnd a hypothesis consistent with R. Suppose R has size q = c1 log |Hn|/ (for some constant c1) and all points are in
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A (that is, R ⊂ A). Then the Occam Theorem [6] states that with probability at least 12 the CH for R agrees on (1 − )
of the points of A. Set
 =  log |Hn|
8c log T (n)
<
1
4
for an arbitrary constant c, and form R by randomly choosing q = c1 log |Hn|/ points (xi1 , yi1), . . . , (xiq , yiq ) from
S. Since  12 , the probability that R ⊂ A is
Pr[(xi1 , yi1), . . . , (xiq , yiq ) ∈ A] = (1 − )c1 log |Hn|/
> exp
(
−2c1 log |Hn|

)
= exp(−2c1c log T (n)) = (1/T (n))O(1).
Therefore, after poly(T (n)) repetitions we would expect B to receive q points from A which A can use to produce a
hypothesis h ∈ Hn such that A(S, h)(1 − )(1 − )m( 34 )A(S, C)A(S,C). 
Corollary 8. For any constant c there is a polynomial-time ( 12 +(c log n)/n)-approximation algorithm for MMon-MA,
Mon-MA, Xor-MA, 2-term-MDNF-MA, 2-term-DNF-MA, 2-term-MMP-MA and 2-term-MP-MA.
Proof. All these classes have |Hn| = 2O(n) and T (n) = nO(1). 
For classes with ﬁnite VC-dimension we have the following.
Theorem 9. If C/H -CH is solvable in time T (n) then for any constant c there is a ( 12 + 1/(2 + z))-approximation
algorithm for C/H -MA that runs in time poly(T (n)) where
z = VCD(Hn)
c log T (n)
log
m logm
VCD(Hn)
,
and m is the sample size. In particular, there is a (1 − )-approximation algorithm for C/H -MA that runs in time
mVCD(Hn).
For m and T that are polynomial in n we have  = 1 − VCD(Hn)/c for any constant c.
Proof. Let S, xi, yi , , b and A be as deﬁned in the proof of Theorem 7.As before, let A be an algorithm for C/H -CH.
We design an algorithm B for C/H -MA that has two cases, depending on .
If  log T (n)/(m logm) then b = |A| = (1 − )m  m − (log T (n))/(logm). B can do an exhaustive search for
the set A and then let A ﬁnd a hypothesis h ∈ Hn consistent on A. The number of possible sets is
(m
m
)
+
(
m
m − 1
)
+ · · · +
(m
b
)
mm−b+1poly(T (n)).
On the other hand, if   log T (n)/(m logm) then we choose a sample R ⊂ S of size q = (c1VCD(Hn)/) log(1/)
for some constant c1. If R ⊂ A then by the VC-dimension Theorem [7], with probability at least 12 a hypothesis h
consistent with R agrees with (1 − ) of the points of A. Algorithm B will randomly choose R poly(T ) times. We
can expect it to ﬁnd an R ⊂ A in time poly(T (n)) if we set  = c2z, for an arbitrary constant c2. Let h be the CH
for this R (or any hypothesis with a higher agreement rate with S). Then B returns h′ ∈ {h, 0, 1} that has the best
agreement with S. If h is returned, the agreement is at least (1 − c2z)A(S, C). Otherwise the agreement is at least
1
2 = A(S,C)/2(1 − ). Therefore,
A(S, h′) min

(
max
{
1 − c2z, 12(1 − )
}
A(S,C)
)

(
1
2
+ 1
2 + z
)
A(S,C). 
Corollary 10. For any constant c there is a polynomial-time ( 12 +c/n)-approximation algorithm for MDL-MA,DL-MA
and HS-MA.
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Proof. We use Theorem 9, the fact that the VC-dimension for MDL, DL, and halfspaces is n + 1, when these classes
are deﬁned over {0, 1}n. 
Corollary 11. If C/H -CH is solvable in polynomial time and VCD(H) is constant then C is -coagnostic learnable
from H for any constant .
4. Improved lower bounds for approximating MA
In this section and Section 5 we give all the lower bounds in the paper. This section gives improved lower bounds for
previously studied classes.All of our results in Sections 4 and 5 are built on the work of Håstad [10], which we describe
below. Then we give improved constant lower bounds for classes of monomials and clauses, followed by improved
constant lower bounds for halfspaces, and balls. Our results are derived by reductions from MAXCUT, deﬁned as
follows.
MAXCUT
Input: A (multi)graph G = (V ,E).
Output:A subset S ⊂ V that maximizes the size of the cut (the number of (u, v) ∈ E such that exactly one of
u, v is in S).
Håstad [10] showed the following.
Theorem 12 (Håstad [10]). There exists a method for generating graphs with 20m0 + 22m1 edges, where m1m0,
such that for some small constants ,  > 0, a maximum cut in this graph has size at least (16− 2)m0 + (18− 2)m1,
or size between (15+ )m0 + (17+ )m1 and 15m0 + 17m1, and it is NP-hard to distinguish the two cases. The graph
has maximum degree dmax4m0 + 2m1.
The standard technique of exploiting the gap between the two cases to derive an inapproximability result is stated in
the following lemma.
Lemma 13 (Folklore). If it is NP-hard to distinguish instances of C-MA with optimal agreement rate at least a from
those with optimal agreement rate at most b, then C-MA cannot have a polynomial-time -approximation algorithm
for  > b/a unless P = NP .
We use the following notation throughout our proofs.
Notation 1. Let puv ∈ {0, 1}n be the n-bit vector with 0s in positions u and v, and 1s elsewhere. Similarly, let
pu ∈ {0, 1}n have a 0 in position u and 1s elsewhere. Let zuv ∈ {0, 1}n have 1s in positions u and v and 0s
elsewhere, and let zu ∈ {0, 1}n have a 1 in position u and 0s elsewhere. For an edge (u, v), deﬁne the multisets
X4uv = {(puv, 0), (puv, 0), (pu, 1), (pv, 1)}, X3uv = {(puv, 0), (pu, 1), (pv, 1)}, and Y 4uv = {(zuv, 0), (zuv, 0), (zu, 1),
(zv, 1)}.
Now we show our results. We start by proving new negative results for the -approximability of MA for classes of
monomials and clauses. It was previously shown [5] that MA cannot be approximated within 767770 +  unless P = NP
for those classes. We improve this constant substantially to 5859 + .
Theorem 14. For any ′ > 0, it is NP-hard to approximate MMon-MA (and hence AMon-MA and MClause-MA)
within a factor of 5859 + ′.
Proof. Given a graph G = (V ,E) as described in Theorem 12, the instance of MMon-MA will be I = ⋃(u,v)∈E X4uv .
Associate with each M(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ MMon a cut SM = {u | M contains xu}. Then edge (u, v) is cut by SM if and
only if 34 examples in X
4
uv agree with M , while edge (u, v) is left uncut by SM if and only if 24 examples in X
4
uv agree
with M . Thus G has a cut of size k (leaving |E| − k edges uncut) if and only if there is a monomial M that agrees with
k + 2|E| examples. Then by Theorem 12 it is NP-hard to distinguish if there is a monomial that agrees with at least
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(56−2)m0 + (62−2)m1 examples, or no monomial agrees with more than (55+)m0 + (61+)m1 examples. The
result then follows from Lemma 13. By Lemmas 3 and 5, this result also applies toAMon-MA and MClause-MA. 
Theorem 15. For any ′ > 0 it is NP-hard to approximate MMon/Mon-MA, Mon-MA or Clause-MA within a factor
of 5859 + ′.
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 14, if M ∈ Mon has a literal xu, then M disagrees with all examples (pv, 1) in I
except possibly those with v = u. So M agrees with at most 2|E| + dmax < 2|E| + k examples, and thus an optimal
M is monotone. The result for MMon/Mon-MA and Mon-MA follows from Theorem 14. The result for Clause-MA
follows from Lemma 5. 
Theorem 16. For any ′ > 0 it is NP-hard to approximate (Mon ∪ Clause)-MA within 5859 + ′.
Proof. Consider sample I in the proof of Theorem 14. If a clause C contains a literal xw then C disagrees with all
examples (puv, 0) except possibly those with w ∈ {u, v}. Then C agrees with at most 2|E| + 2dmax < 2|E| + k
examples.
Now assume C contains only negated variables. For each X4uv such that either xu or xv is in C, C will disagree with
both copies of (puv, 0). If neither xu or xv is in C, then C disagrees with both (pu, 1) and (pv, 1). So C agrees with at
most 24 examples in X
4
uv , and thus agrees with at most 2|E| in total.
On the other hand, in proving Theorem 15 we saw that a monomial M will agree with at least 2|E| + k examples.
Thus the lower bound for this class follows from the lower bound for monomials. 
Now we give a negative result for halfspaces. Amaldi and Kann [1] proved that unless P = NP, HS-MA could not
be approximated within 261262 +  when the domain is . Ben-David et al. [5] improved this factor to 415418 +  for the
{0, 1,−1} domain. We improve the constant ratio further to 8485 + , for the {0, 1} (and hence also the {0, 1,−1} and )
domain.
Theorem 17. For any ′ > 0 it is NP-hard to approximate HS-MA within a factor of 8485 + ′.
Proof. Given a graph G = (V ,E) as described in Theorem 12, we create 4|E| + 25m0 + 27m1 examples: For each
edge (u, v) ∈ E, we create the examples Y 4uv . In addition, we create 25m0 + 27m1 copies of the example (0, 0) where
0 is the zero vector.
Let H = [a1x1 + · · · + anxnb] agree with (0, 0), which implies b > 0. Consider Y 4uv . If (zu, 1) and (zv, 1)
both agree with H , then au, avb > 0 which implies H(zuv) = [au + avb] = 1. So H disagrees with (zuv, 0)
and thus agrees with only 24 examples. If (zu, 1) agrees with H but (zv, 1) does not, (or (zu, 1) disagrees and (zv, 1)
agrees) then H can agree with at most 34 examples. If (zu, 1) and (zv, 1) both disagree, then H agrees with at most 24
examples in Y 4uv . To maximize the total agreement while maintaining H ’s agreement with (0, 0), we need to maximize
the number of sets Y 4uv for which exactly one of (zu, 1), (zv, 1) agree with H . Indeed, for an optimal cut S of size k in
G, the halfspace HS(x1, . . . , xn) =
[∑
u∈S auxu −
∑
i /∈S auxu0.1
]
agrees with an optimal 25m0 +27m1 +2|E|+k
examples. By Theorem 12, this is at least 4|E|, so no better agreement could be achieved by any halfspace that disagrees
with (0, 0). Then by Theorem 12, an optimal H agrees with at least (81 − 2)m0 + (89 − 2)m1 examples or at most
(80 + )m0 + (88 + )m1. The result follows from Lemma 13. 
Recall that in this paper, Ball is deﬁned over the {0, 1,−1} domain. It is known that when Ball is deﬁned over {0, 1},
the class is identical to the class of halfspaces over {0, 1}. For the {0, 1,−1} domain, Ben-David et al. [5] proved if
P = NP then for any  > 0 there is no polynomial-time ( 418415 − )-approximation algorithm for Ball-MA. We improve
that ratio to 8485 +  by observing that for the binary sample used in Theorem 17, the optimal halfspaces are balls which
can be extended to any larger domain. Thus the result for Ball follows from Theorem 17.
Corollary 18. For any ′ > 0 it is NP-hard to approximate Ball-MA within a factor of 8485 + ′.
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4.1. Xor and the FL1 concept class
For the next result we deﬁne the FL1 concept class. We can regard any Boolean function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} as a
function from {0, 1}n to {−1,+1} where −1 is True (or 1) and 1 is False (or 0). Then any Xor function can be written
as 
a(x) = (−1)a·x where a · x =
∑n
i=1 aixi . It is known (see [15] for a good review) that any Boolean function f
can be written as f = ∑a∈{0,1}n fˆa
a(x) where fˆa = Ex∈U {0,1}n [f (x)
a(x)] and U is the uniform distribution. We
deﬁne the L1 norm of a Boolean function as L1(f ) = ∑a |fˆa|. We deﬁne the class FL1[k] to be the set of all Boolean
functions f with L1(f )k.
The class FL1(2(log n)
c2
) is known to contain 2(log n)c2 -node decision trees with Xor functions on the nodes. It also
contains (log n)c2 -term DNF and (log n)c2 -clause CNF, and all the Xor functions [15].
For the results in this subsection we will use the Chernoff Bound.
Chernoff Bound. Let F : Xn → {0, 1} be a Boolean function and let D be a distribution on Xn. Let U be the
uniform distribution. Suppose we randomly and independently choose S = {x1, . . . , xm} from Xn, each xi according
to distribution D. For m = (1/(22)) ln(1/), we have
Pr[|Ex∈DX[F(x)] − Ex∈US[F(x)]|].
It follows that for a concept class C and m = (1/(22))(ln |C| + ln(1/)) we have
Pr[(∃F ∈ C)|Ex∈DX[F(x)] − Ex∈US[F(x)]|].
The next theorem is a corollary to a result given in [8] for the MD problem.
Theorem 19. Let  < 13 be an arbitrary constant. Let 0 < c < 1 be a ﬁxed constant. Let c0 = ( 13 −) log(1/c). For any
constant c0 < c0, there is no polynomial-time (
1
2 + 2−(log n)
c0
)-approximation algorithm for Xor/FL1(2(log n)c0 )-MA
unless NP ⊂ RTIME(nO(log log n)).
The ﬁxed constant c arises from the Parallel Repetition Theorem [16].
To prove Theorem 19, we use the following lemma. Note that 3SAT5 is the restriction of Satisﬁability to instances
in which each variable occurs exactly 5 times, and each clause contains exactly 3 distinct literals. 3SAT5 is known to
be NP-complete [9].
Lemma 20. For any constant  < 13 there is a randomized n
O(log log n)
-time reduction from 3SAT5 with n clauses to a
labeled sample Sˆ ⊆ {0, 1}N × {1,−1}, with N = O(n(1/3) log log n+1) and size |Sˆ| = nO(log log n)poly(1/) such that
with probability at least 1 − ,
 ∈ SAT ⇒ (∃a)A(Sˆ, 
a)1 − (logN)−c

1 ,
 /∈ SAT ⇒ (∀a) 1
2
− 1
O(2(logN)c

2 )
A(Sˆ, 
a)
1
2
+ 1
O(2(logN)c

2 )
,
where c1 = ( 13 − ) log(1/c) − o(1), and c2 =  log(1/c). The constant c is the ﬁxed constant of Theorem 19.
Proof. We extend a result of Håstad [10] by applying a boosting technique. Håstad provides a reduction that takes an
instance  of 3SAT5 with n clauses, and creates a set of m linear equations {
x(i) (z) = yi | i = 1, . . . , m} over the
Boolean variables z = (z1, . . . , zN). Each x(i) ∈ {0, 1}N contains exactly three 1s. This set is an instance of problem
E3-LIN-2, whose goal is to ﬁnd an assignment that satisﬁes a maximum number of the equations. An assignment a
satisﬁes equation i if 
x(i) (a) = yi . For some small values ,  > 0, the instance of E3-LIN-2 has the following property.
 ∈ SAT ⇒ (∃a ∈ {0, 1}N) : a satisﬁes more than (1 − )m equations,
 /∈ SAT ⇒ (∀a ∈ {0, 1}N) : a satisﬁes between ((1 − )/2)m and ((1 + )/2)m equations.
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The instance uses N = nk2O(23k) variables, and contains m = nk2O((2/)3k) equations for some large constant k. The
running time of the reduction is poly(m). The values ,  must satisfy
42ck,
where 0 < c < 1 is a constant from the Parallel Repetition Theorem of Raz [16,10].
Note that 
x(i) (a) = 
a(x(i)). Thus an assignment a satisﬁes an equation 
x(i) (z) = yi if and only if the Xor
function 
a(x) agrees with example (x(i), yi). So Håstad’s instance of E3-LIN-2 is equivalent to an instance
S = {(x(1), y1), . . . , (x(m), ym)} of Xor-MA.
Note that a gap separates the bounds on the ratio of satisﬁed equations for the cases  ∈ SAT and  /∈ SAT. We will
apply a boosting technique to widen this gap. To do this, we would like to create
Sj =
{(⊕
i∈I
x(i),
∏
i∈I
yi
)
| (x(i), yi) ∈ S, I ⊆ {1, . . . , m}, |I | = j
}
,
where ⊕ denotes bitwise Xor. To keep the new instance small, we create instead a random Sˆ ⊆ Sj of size
t = (N + ln(1/))/(22j ), for some small value .
If  is satisﬁable then there is a 
a such that A(S, 
a)1 −  which implies that Prx(i)∈US [yi = 
a((i))].
Then since 
a(
⊕
i∈I x(i)) =
∏
i∈I 
a(x(i)) we have
A(Sj, 
a) = PrI
[∏
i∈I
yi = 
a
(⊕
i∈I
x(i)
)]
j Pr
S
[(∃i) yi = 
a(x(i))]  j.
Therefore, by the Chernoff bound, we have with probability at least 1 − ,
 ∈ SAT ⇒ (∃a)A(Sˆ, 
a)  1 − j− j /21 − (j + 1).
If  is not satisﬁable then for every 
a we have∣∣∣∣∣ Ex(i)∈US[yi
a(x
(i))]
∣∣∣∣∣ = 2 Prx(i)∈US[yi = 
a(x
(i))] − 1 = 2A(S, 
a) − 1.
Now for every a we have
∣∣∣∣E
I
[(∏
i∈I
yi
)

a
(⊕
i∈I
x(i)
)]∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
∏
i∈I
E
x(i)∈US
[yi
a(x(i))]
∣∣∣∣∣ j
which implies that with probability at least 1 − ,
 /∈ SAT ⇒ (∀a) 1
2
− 
j
2
 A(Sˆ, 
a) 
1
2
+ 
j
2
⇒ (∀a) 1
2
− 
j + j
2
 A(Sˆ, 
a) 
1
2
+ 
j + j
2
.
Now we set k = ( 13 ) log log n, j = (logN) log(1/c),  = (log n)(1/3) log c and  = 12 . Then N = O(n(1/3) log log n+O(1)),
 = (logN)(1/3) log c+o(1), and 42 = (log n)(1/3) log c = c(1/3) log log nck , as required. The instance Sˆ we created
has size t = poly(N, 1/j , 1/, 1/) and satisﬁes
 ∈ SAT ⇒ (∃a)A(Sˆ, 
a)1 − (logN)−c

1
 /∈ SAT ⇒ (∀a) 1
2
− 1
O(2(logN)−c

2 )
A(Sˆ, 
a)
1
2
+ 1
O(2(logN)−c

2 )
,
where c1 = ( 13 − ) log c + o(1) and c2 =  log c. This completes the proof of Lemma 20. 
Now we can prove Theorem 19.
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Proof of Theorem 19. Let Sˆ be the instance described in the proof of Lemma 20. We will show that if there is a
polynomial-time ( 12 + 2−(log n)
c0
)-approximation algorithm for XOR/FL1[2(logN)c0 ]-MA, then we can use it to distin-
guish, in randomized, subexponential time, whether or not  ∈ SAT.
Letf ∈ FL1(2(logN)c2 ) for some c2 < c2.As in the proof ofLemma20, if is not satisﬁable, then |E(x,y)∈Sˆ [y
a(x)]|
1/O(2(logN)
c2
). Using this, we get
2 Pr
Sˆ
[yf (x) = 1] − 1 = |ESˆ [yf (x)]|
=
∣∣∣∣ESˆ
[∑
a
fˆa
a(x)y
]∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∑
a
fˆaESˆ [y
a(x)]
∣∣∣∣

(∑
a
|fˆa|
)
max
a
|ESˆ [y
a(x)]|
1
O(2(logN)c

2 )
.
Then instance Sˆ satisﬁes,
 ∈ SAT ⇒ (∃
a ∈ Xor)A(Sˆ, 
a)1 − (logN)−c

1
 /∈ SAT ⇒ (∀f ∈ FL1(2(logN)
c2
))
1
2
− 1
O(2(logN)c

2 )
A(Sˆ, f )
1
2
+ 1
O(2(logN)c

2 )
.
Suppose we have a -approximation algorithm A for XOR/FL1[2(logN)c2 ]-MA. If  ∈ SAT then A ﬁnds an h ∈
FL1[2(logN)c

2 ] with
A(Sˆ, h)A(Sˆ,Xor)A(Sˆ, 
a)(1 − (logN)−c

1 ).
On the other hand, if  /∈ SAT then
A(Sˆ, h)
1
2
+ 1
O(2(logN)c

2 )
.
If (1 − (logN)−c1 ) > 12 + 1/O(2(logN)
c2
), then algorithm A can be used to distinguish instances  ∈ SAT from
 /∈ SAT. Therefore, a ratio of  < 12 + 1/O(2(logN)
c2
) cannot be achieved unless NP has algorithms with complexity
RTIME(nO(log log n)). The theorem follows. 
5. New lower bounds for approximating MA
In this sectionwegive the ﬁrst constant lower bounds forMDL,DL, 2-termDNFand 2-termmultivariate polynomials.
Theorem 21. For any ′ > 0 it is NP-hard to approximate MDL-MA within a factor of 5859 + ′.
Proof. Given a graph G = (V ,E) as described in Theorem 12, create Y 4uv for each (u, v) ∈ E. Let D(x1, . . . , x|V |) ∈
MDL agree with a maximum number of examples. We may assume that any pairs (xu, 0) are at the beginning of the
list, since two consecutive pairs (xu, 1), (xv, 0) can be swapped without decreasing the total agreement (such a swap
only affects Xuv if it exists). Furthermore, if D(x1, . . . , xn) = (xu1 , 0), . . . , (xuk , 0), (xv1 , 1), . . . , (xv, 1), (1, 0), then
we can replace it with D(x1, . . . , xn) = (xu1 , 0), . . . , (xuk , 0), (1, 1). The replacement only harms examples (zuv, 0)
in Y 4uv where u, v /∈ {u1, . . . , uk, v1, . . . , v}. But the other two examples, (zu, 1) and (zv, 1) in Y 4uv agree now where
they did not before. So the total agreement does not decrease.
So assume D(x1, . . . , xn) = (xu1 , 0), . . . , (xuk , 0), (1, 1). Let S = {u1, . . . , uk}. Then D agrees with 34 examples
in Y 4uv if and only if edge (u, v) is cut by S, and D agrees with 24 examples in Y
4
uv if and only if (u, v) is uncut by S.
Thus G has a cut of size k if and only if D agrees with 2|E| + k examples in total. By Theorem 12 it is thus NP-hard
to distinguish instances of MDL-MA such that at most (55 + )m0 + (61 + )m1 examples agree with D from those
such that at least (56 − 2)m0 + (62 − 2)m1 agree. The result follows from Lemma 13. 
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Theorem 22. For any ′ > 0 it is NP-hard to approximate DL-MA within a factor of 6465 + ′.
Proof. Consider the sample used in the proof of Theorem 21. Let T = {u1, . . . , u} be an optimal cut in G, such that
the vertex p of maximum degree is not in T (replace T with V \T if necessary). Let {v1, . . . , vj } be the neighbors of
p that are not in T . Deﬁne the DL
DT = (xu1 , 0), . . . , (xu, 0), (xp, 1), (xv1 , 0), . . . , (xvj , 0), (1, 1).
Then for each edge (u, v) with u, v ∈ T , two examples in Y 4uv agree with DT . For each edge (u, v) with u ∈ T , v /∈ T
(or u /∈ T , v ∈ T ), DT agrees with three examples in Y 4uv . For each edge (u, v) with u, v /∈ T and p /∈ {u, v}, two
examples in Y 4uv agree with DT . For any edge (u, p) (or (p, u)) with u /∈ T , DT agrees with 4 examples in Y 4uv . So
DT agrees with 2(|E| − k − dp) + 3k + 4dp = 2|E| + k + 2dp examples, where k is the size of the cut and dp is the
degree of vertex p in G.
Now, letD be an optimal DL for the sample. By Theorem 21, and the agreement ofDT , listD is not monotone. How-
ever, as before, if (xu, 1), (xv, 0) are consecutive inD, they can be swapped. So can (xu, 1), (xv, 1) and (xu, 0), (xv, 0).
So assume D = D1 ◦ D2 where D1 = (xu1 , 0), . . . , (xu, 0) is the (possibly empty) list containing pairs with positive
literals and label 0, and D2 starts with either (xr , 1) or (xv1 , 1), . . . , (xvj , 1), (xr , 0) where {v1, . . . , vj } may be empty.
Case 1: D2 starts with (xr , 1). Let S = {u1, . . . , u}. Consider Y 4uv . If u, v ∈ S, then 24 examples agree with D. If
u ∈ S, v /∈ S (or v ∈ S and u /∈ S), then at most 34 examples agree with D. If u, v /∈ S and r /∈ {u, v} then 24 examples
agree. If u, v /∈ S and r = u then at most 44 examples agree. Clearly D is optimized when S is an optimal cut and r has
maximum degree. Thus the total agreement is at most the agreement that DT achieves.
Case 2: D2 = (xv1 , 1), . . . , (xvj , 1), (xr , 0), . . . . Let S = {u1, . . . , u} and T = {v1, . . . , vj }. Consider Y 4uv . If
u, v ∈ S then 24 examples agree with D2. If u ∈ S, v /∈ S, at most 34 agree with D2. If u, v /∈ S and u ∈ T or v ∈ T
at most 24 agree with D2. If u, v /∈ S ∪ T and r /∈ {u, v}, 24 agree with D2. If u, v /∈ S ∪ T and r ∈ {u, v}, at most 34
agree with D2. The total agreement is at most 2|E| + k + dp, which is less than that achieved by DT .
So w.l.o.g. DT is the optimal list, and the graph has a cut of size k if and only if there is a list that agrees with
2|E| + k + 2dmax examples, where dmax is the maximum degree of a vertex in G. Thus by Theorem 12, it is NP-hard
to distinguish instances of DL-MA such that a DL agrees with at most (63 + )m0 + (65 + )m1 examples, or at least
(64 − 2)m0 + (66 − 2)m1 examples. The result then follows from Lemma 13. 
Now we provide the ﬁrst negative results for the approximability of 2-term DNF-MA.
Theorem 23. For any ′ > 0 it is NP-hard to approximate (2-term MDNF)-MA or (2-term ADNF)-MA within a factor
of 5859 + ′.
Proof. Given a graph G = (V ,E) as described in Theorem 12, create the examples X3uv for each edge (u, v) ∈ E.
Let (M1 ∨ M2)(x1, . . . , xn) agree with a maximum number of examples. Suppose some variable xu appears in both
monomials, and consider removing xu from M1. The change only harms (puv, 0) from example sets X3uv . But for each
(puv, 0) there is a (pu, 1) that disagreed before and agrees now. So overall there is no decrease in agreement. So assume
each xi appears at most once in M1 ∨ M2 and some xu is absent from M1 ∨ M2. Then M1 ∨ M2 disagrees with all
the (puv, 0) examples. Add xu to one of the monomials. Then M1 ∨ M2 still agrees with (pu, 1) and may also agree
with (puv, 0). There is no decrease in agreement. So w.l.o.g. each variable x1, . . . , xn appears in exactly one of the
monomials. Associate with M1 ∨ M2 a cut S with u ∈ S if and only if xu is in M1. Then (u, v) is cut by S if and
only if 33 examples in X
3
uv agree with M1 ∨ M2, and (u, v) is left uncut by S if and only if 23 examples in X3uv agree.
G has a cut of size k if and only if some M1 ∨ M2 agrees with 2|E| + k examples. By Theorem 12, it is NP-hard to
distinguish whether an optimal M1 ∨ M2 agrees with at least (56 − 2)m0 + (62 − 2)m1 examples, or agrees with
at most (55 + )m0 + (61 + )m1 examples. The result follows from Lemma 13. The result for (2-term ADNF)-MA
follows from Lemma 3. 
Theorem 24. For any ′ > 0 it is NP-hard to approximate (2-term DNF)-MA, (2-term MDNF)/(2-term DNF)-MA, or
(2-term ADNF)/(2-term DNF)-MA within a factor of 5859 + ′.
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Proof. Consider the sample used in the proof of Theorem 23, and recall that a 2-term MDNF can agree with 2|E| + k
examples where k is the optimal cut size in G. Now let M1 ∨ M2 ∈ 2-term DNF agree with a maximum number of
examples. If M1 contains a literal xu and M2 contains a literal xv , then all (pw, 1) disagree with M1 ∨ M2 except
possibly those with w ∈ {u, v}. Then by Theorem 12, M1 ∨M2 agrees with at most |E|+ 2dmax < 2|E|+ k examples.
Now assume M2 is monotone and M1 contains a literal xu. For each X3vw with w, v = u, we have M1(pw) =
M1(pv) = 0. If M1 ∨ M2 agrees with both (pv, 1) and (pw, 1), then neither xv nor xw are in M2. But then (pvw, 0)
disagrees with M1 ∨ M2. So M1 ∨ M2 agrees with at most 2|E| + dmax < 2|E| + k examples.
Therefore, in an optimal M1 ∨ M2 both M1 and M2 are monotone, and the lower bound of Theorem 23 is also a
lower bound for (2-term DNF)-MA and (2-term MDNF/2-term DNF)-MA. By the composition Lemma 3, the result
also applies to (2-term ADNF/2-term DNF)-MA. 
Now we show the ﬁrst negative results for approximating MA over the class of 2-term multivariate polynomials.
Theorem 25. For any ′ > 0 it is NP-hard to approximate (2-term MMP)-MA or (2-term AMP)-MA within a factor
of 3738 + ′.
Proof. Given a graph G = (V ,E) as described in Theorem 12, create examples X4uv for each edge (u, v) ∈ E. Let
M1
⊕
M2(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ 2-term MMP agree with a maximum number of examples. Suppose a variable xu appears in
neither monomial and we add xu to both monomials. Then all examples (pu, 1) disagreed before and still disagree.
Examples (puv, 0) now agree whether they did before or not. Examples that do not involve u are unaffected by the
change. So w.l.o.g. every variable appears somewhere in M1
⊕
M2.
Now suppose a variable xu appears in both M1 and M2.All (puv, 0) agree with M1
⊕
M2, and there are 2du of these
examples where du is the degree of vertex u. But none of the du examples (pu, 1) agree with M1
⊕
M2. Let M ′1 be
M1 with xu removed, and let M ′2 be M2 with xu removed. Consider M ′1
⊕
M2 and M1
⊕
M ′2. Both of these functions
agree with all du examples (pu, 1). An example (puv, 0) will agree with at least one of the two functions, since xv
appears in either M1 or M2. Thus one of the two functions agrees with at least half of the examples (puv, 0), and thus
disagrees with at most du examples. Therefore, either M ′1
⊕
M2 or M1
⊕
M ′2 agrees with at least as many examples
as M1
⊕
M2 did and we may assume w.l.o.g. that each variable occurs in exactly one of the monomials M1, M2.
Associate with M1
⊕
M2 a cut S such that u ∈ S if and only if xu ∈ M1. Then edge (u, v) ∈ E is cut by S if
and only if M1
⊕
M2 agrees with 4 examples in X4uv . Edge (u, v) is left uncut by S if and only if M1
⊕
M2 agrees
with 2 examples in X4uv . Therefore, G has a cut of size k if and only if M1
⊕
M2 agrees with 2k + 2|E| examples.
By Theorem 12 this implies that either there exists an M1
⊕
M2 that agrees with at least (72 − 4)m0 + (80 − 4)m1
examples, or noM1
⊕
M2 can agree with more than (70+)m0+(78+)m1 examples, and it is NP-hard to distinguish
the two cases. The result then follows from Lemma 13. The result for (2-term AMP)-MA follows from Lemma 3. 
Theorem 26. For any ′ it is NP-hard to approximate (2-term MMP)/(2-term MP)-MA, (2-term MP)-MA or (2-term
AMP)/(2-term MP)-MA within a factor of 3738 + ′.
Proof. Consider the sample used in the proof of Theorem 25. Let M1
⊕
M2 ∈ 2-term MP. Suppose M1 contains xu
and M2 contains xv . Then all examples (pw, 1) disagree with M1
⊕
M2 when w /∈ {u, v}. So M1⊕M2 agrees with
at most 2|E| + 2dmax < 2|E| + 2k examples. Now suppose M1 contains a negated variable xu but M2 is monotone.
For example sets X4wv with w, v = u we have M1(pwv) = M1(pw) = M1(pv) = 0. If (pwv, 0) agrees with M1
⊕
M2
then M2 must contain either xw or xv or both. But then at least one of the examples (pw, 1) or (pv, 1) does not agree
with M1
⊕
M2. Then M1
⊕
M2 agrees with at most 3|E| + dmax < 2|E| + 2k examples. By Theorem 25, a better
agreement rate is achieved by M1
⊕
M2 where M1 and M2 are both monotone. Thus the lower bound follows from
Theorem 25. 
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